ACROSS
1 It’s certain Buccaneer will participate in bondage! (3,2,5)
7 One of these – a small quantity but not a dot? (4)
9 Before kiss, take off top (4)
10 Rough-looking European in nude, cavorting (10)
11 Cryptic or good reason singer can’t be heard? (6)
12 Men admitted to hatred, a grave sin (8)
13 Sucker’s beastly remark about unimportant person (8)
15 Right to leave art teacher having retired (4)
17 What’s just before the final house (4)
19 Staff on strike draw attention to themselves (5,3)
22 Clue grasped by girl is deceptive (8)
23 Frilly coats for example a hand-me-down (6)
25 Motivation of old lady when many flowers bloom (10)
26 Drink cold Guinness? (4)
27 What sounds like very sensible explanations (4)
28 Foremost of hunters, great risk at sea? (5,5)

DOWN
2 Stars holding breath in battle (7)
3 After bus drops back, steer around motorway with curves (5)
4 Highly reliable low golf shot (4-4)
5 A Parisian having to accept salesman is charmless (15)
6 Helping Liberals work to support party (6)
7 Racing around, biker’s mad to get off (9)
8 Woman concealing magazine cover (7)
14 Traitors from Vichy who will need basic weapons (9)
16 Robber has beer after beer endlessly (8)
18 Comment after passing on the app one’s devised (7)
19 Staff on strike draw attention to themselves (5,3)
20 Muddy knight extracted from, say, muddy river (7)
21 Pull up fabric covering (6)
24 Banging rap hit between nos. 6 and 12 in chart (5)